
COMARC/B 317

317  PROVENANCE NOTE

This field contains a note relating to the provenance of the item. It corresponds to the ISBD(A) Note Area.

Subfields & repeatability

FIELD/SUBFIELD REPEATABILITY
317 Provenance note r

a Text of note nr
0 Call number to which field applies* nr
5 Institution to which field applies nr
9 Inventory number to which field applies* nr

Indicators

Indicator values are not defined.

SUBFIELDS

317a  Text of note

A note relating to the provenance of the item, e.g. book-plates, author's and/or owner's autographs,
seals, etc.

3170  Call number to which field applies*

If an institution has more than one copy the call number of a copy to which field applies is entered.

3175  Institution to which field applies

Name of institution to which field applies in coded form. A numerical library code should be
entered.

3179  Inventory number to which field applies*

The inventory number to which field applies is entered as a linkage with holdings data. If a
multi-volume publication is catalogued with more inventory numbers they are separated one from
another with ";".
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317 COMARC/B

NOTES ON FIELD CONTENTS

It is considered that the record is made for the ideal copy. In this note field provenance of the copy in hand is
described in the form in which it appears in the book, e.g. book-plates, author's and/or owner's autographs,
seals, etc.

RELATED FIELDS

316 NOTE RELATING TO THE COPY IN HAND
This field contains a note relating to characteristics of the copy in hand for monographic publications,
as for an example, wanting leaves, copy characteristics, binding, numbered copies of an edition, etc.

EXAMPLES

1.
317 ⊔⊔ aInscription on inside of front cover: Theodorinis ab Engelsberg 5Uk

2.
317 ⊔⊔ aInscription on the title page in sixteenth century hand, "Iohannes Wagge me iure

tenet" 5DB/S-5-KK.555

3.
317 ⊔⊔ aZapis na nasl. str.: "Poklonio Narodnom muzeumu Aleksander Shue... Zupnik u

Stenjevcu" 5CiZaNSK 0RII F-8° - 1541a 9030000648
317 ⊔⊔ aZapis na nasl. str.: "Colegii Zagrabiensis Soc. Jesu. Inscriptus. 1698" 5CiZaNSK

0RII F-8° - 1541b 9030000567
(Notes on the inscription on the title page of two respective copies of the same
item.)

4.
317 ⊔⊔ aEx libris: "Nikolai Skerlecz de Lomniza" 5CiZaNSK 0L III H13 9398800534

5.
317 ⊔⊔ aZapis na nasl. str.: "Daruje sveučilištnoj knjižnici Ivan Kukuljević" 5CiZaNSK

0RII C-8° - 100b 9030000987
317 ⊔⊔ aNa vrhu nasl. str. glagolski zapis 5CiZaNSK 0RII C-8° - 100b 9030000987

(The copy is donated to the National and University Library, Zagreb by Ivan
Kukuljević. On the same copy there is a glagolitic inscription written by hand,
probably by the donor.)

6.
317 ⊔⊔ aFrom the Library of Kenneth Roberts, with his book plate, dated 20 November

1939. 5ViU 0PS3535 .O176 Z42 .S8 G7 1939
317 ⊔⊔ aAuthor's inscription: "For Irving Bacheller I am honoured to inscribe this book.

John Steinbeck Tos Gator 1939." 5ViU 0PS1054 .B3 Z9 .S74 G7 1939
317 ⊔⊔ aGift of C. W. Barrett. 5ViU 0PS1054 .B3 Z9 .S74 G7 1939
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COMARC/B 317

(Two copies of "Grapes of wrath" in the Clifton Waller Barrett Library of
American Literature, University of Virginia library. The second shows two stages
in its provenance.)

7. * 1

317 ⊔⊔ aIzvod Marka Pohlina z lastniškim vpisom in njegovimi zapiski 550001 018367
9030001681
(Out of three copies of "Tu malu besedishe treh jesikov" by Marko Pohlin, being
shelved in the National and University Library, Ljubljana, one was owned by the
author.)

8. *
317 ⊔⊔ aIz knjižnice in z ekslibrisom (grbom) Karla Peera 550001 0R 4380 9030000338

(A note on a book-plate.)

9. * COBISS.net
317 ⊔⊔ aPečat na nasl. str.: Biblioteka A. Ivića Subotica 580017 0RPalIt II 1 9000250540

1 The example is prepared by the National and University Library, Ljubljana.
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